INTERNSHIP OPPORTUNITY
Context:
adVentures is a startup studio building future leaders on global niche
markets. We create each venture with passionate, talented people. Our
HQ is based in Paris, our ventures are established in Paris, NY and SF.
The portfolio already includes high-potential ventures in the following
sectors: collaborative software (Wimi), digital knowledge (Eloquens),
biotechnology (GEG-Tech), IoT/Fashion (Confidential) and the digital
social networks dedicated to art (Uart).
Position: 4-6 months full-time internship at our Paris Startup
Studio

Start date: October-November 2016 (ASAP)

Your Missions:
•

Assist the startup studio managers in new venture development
including tasks in business development, lead generation, startup
customer development, communication & social media.

•

Main areas of exposure will cover business development,
international web marketing, radical innovation, IT and project
management in the EU, and North America.
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Your Profile:
•

You are studying or have studied at a business school/
university.

•

You should have an interest or background in general business
education: business development, social media, marketing &

•

startups.
An interest in innovation, Internet, technologies, international
business development (EU, USA) is also desirable, as is interest
in gaining entrepreneurship experience.

•

You are native or fully bilingual in English (compulsory)

•

You are looking for the unique challenge of joining the core
team of a growing startups, and working on highly innovative
topics at the Startup Studio.

•

You like trying things out, you are a hard worker, excellent in
execution and enjoy reaching the goals the team has decided to
meet together.

Why join us?
•

Join one of the few startup studios in Europe such an innovative
portfolio of startups.

•

Build startups creating totally new products, services and value.
At adVentures: we don't copy-paste - we create!

•

You want to be in the front rows of the new sharing economy

•

and contribute to a disruptive change.
Gain key transferable skills such as startup development,
entrepreneurship, commercial awareness, research techniques,
project management and software on-boarding. In terms of your
cognitive skills, you will have the opportunity to develop your
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creativity, critical thinking and analysis, problem solving,
evaluation and decision-making as well as your verbal reasoning
and numeracy skills.
Send us your CV and Cover letter to tell us why we should pick you
for this adventure, at:
timothee.demoures@adventures-studio.com
Good luck!
adVentures, Startup Studio
Site: www.adventures-studio.com
Twitter: @ad_Ventures_
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